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Abstract
For the ‘classical’ formulation of a massive spinning particle, the prop-
agator is obtained along with the spin factor. We treat the system with
two kinds of constraints that were recently shown to be concerned with the
reparametrization invariance and ‘quasi-supersymmetry’. In the path integral,
the BRST invariant Lagrangian is used and the same spin factor is obtained
as in the pseudo-classical formulation.
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There are two standard ways of describing the spin degrees of freedom for the
relativistic particle; the ‘classical’ way describes them in terms of the Lorentz group
elements [1] and the ‘pseudo-classical’ one does that in terms of the Grassmann
quantities [2]. The main difference between them is the symmetries. The classical
system for the relativistic particle has the reparametrization symmetry while the
pseudo-classical one has extra supersymmetry.
In Ref. [3], it is shown that this difference is due to the constraint structure of the
systems; the constraint pµ ·S
µν = 0 for the classical system [4] can be relaxed without
changing the physical properties of the system. Furthermore that constraint, which
can be considered as the supersymmetry analogue of the classical system, gives a
closed algebra together with the constraint p2 +m2 = 0.
In this letter, we are to confirm again that the model gives the right description
of the relativistic spinning particle through the BRST invariant construction of the
propagator along with the spin factor.
The model is given by the following Lagrangian
L = pµx˙ν −
λ
2
(t1t˙2 − t2t˙1)−
λ
2
(Λµ1Λ˙
µ
2 − Λµ2Λ˙
µ
1)
−M1(
pµ
m
Λµ2 + t2) +M2(
pµ
m
Λµ1 + t1)−N(p
2 +m2)
≡ pµx˙µ − λt1t˙2 − λu · v˙ −M1Φ1 −M2Φ2 −NΦN , (1)
where u2 = 1, v2 = 1 and u · v = 0 1. From this first order Lagrangian the Poisson
brackets are easily shown to be
{xµ, pν} = ηµν , {t1, t2} =
1
λ
,
{uµ, vν} =
1
λ
ηµν , (2)
1we set λµν of [3] equal to λδµ
1
δν
2
for our convenience.
1
and the constraint algebra is given by
{ΦN ,ΦN} = {ΦN ,Φi} = 0
{Φi,Φj} = −
ǫij
λm2
ΦN , i, j = 1, 2. (3)
They form a closed algebra similar to the supersymmetry of the pseudo-classical
formulation. Here, we do not treat the group relation u2 = 1, v2 = 1 and u · v = 0 as
the ‘dynamical’ constraints 2. Being absorbed into the measure of the path integral
they do the role of reducing the integration range.
The Lagrangian can be written in the second order style
L = −m
√
−(x˙−
λ
m
(vt˙1 − ut˙2))2 + λt1t˙2 − λu · v˙, (4)
in which N2 = − 1
4m2
(x˙ − λ
m
(vt˙1 − ut˙2))
2 (this comes from the equation of motion
for p) is used. We choose N to be positive for later use.
In order to deal with the gauge invariant system given above, we follow the
standard BRST formulation [5]. For the constraints above (3), we straightforwardly
construct the BRST operator [6]
Q = cNΦN + ciΦi +
1
λm2
c1c2χN + πN χ¯N + π1χ¯1 + π2χ¯2, i = 1, 2 (5)
and the gauge fermion
ψ = χNN + χ1M1 + χ2M2, (6)
which is corresponding to the usual gauge fixing N˙ = M˙1 = M˙2 = 0. Here (ca, χ¯a)
and (χa, c¯a) are ghosts and anti-ghosts, respectively. We use the following Poisson
brackets for ghost variables:
{N, πN} = {Mi, πi} = 1, i = 1, 2
{ca, χa} = 1, {c¯a, χ¯a} = 1, a = 1, 2, N. (7)
2in ref. [3], they are thus dealt with and result in similar quasi-supersymmetry although in a
somewhat complicated form.
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The BRST invariant Hamiltonian is
HQ = {ψ,Q}
= NΦN +M1Φ1 +M2Φ2 +
1
λm2
c2M1χN
−
1
λm2
c1M2χN + χN χ¯N + χ1χ¯1 + χ2χ¯2. (8)
The effective BRST invariant Lagrangian is obtained through the Legendre trans-
formation as follows
Leff = p · x˙− λt1t˙2 − λuv˙ + N˙πN + M˙1π1 + M˙2π2
+c˙NχN + c˙1χ1 + c˙2χ2 − ˙¯cN χ¯N − ˙¯c1χ¯1 − ˙¯c2χ¯2 −HQ, (9)
where the canonical kinetic terms for the ghost variables are assumed. For later
convenience we divide the whole Lagrangian into two parts; the matter part
Lmatter = p · x˙− λt1t˙2 − λuv˙ + N˙πN + M˙1π1 + M˙2π2
−N(p2 +m2)−M1(
p
m
· v + t2)−M2(
p
m
· u+ t1), (10)
and the ghost part
Lghost = c˙NχN + c˙1χ1 + c˙2χ2 − ˙¯cN χ¯N − ˙¯c1χ¯1 − ˙¯c2χ¯2
−
1
λm2
c2M1χN +
1
λm2
c1M2χN − χN χ¯N − χ1χ¯1 − χ2χ¯2. (11)
Now we are to consider transition amplitude via Feynman path integral. The
matter part is written as
Zmatter =
∫
DpDxDt1Dt2D˜uD˜vDNDM1DM2DπNDπ1Dπ2δ[u · v]
· exp{−i
∫
dτ [p · x˙− λt1t˙2 − λuv˙ + N˙πN + M˙1π1 + M˙2π2
−N(p2 +m2)−M1(
p
m
· v + t2)−M2(
p
m
· u+ t1)]}, (12)
where D˜uD˜v = DuDvδ[u2−1]δ[v2−1]. The integration over πa, a = 1, 2, N gives the
delta functionals δ[N˙ ], δ[M˙1] and δ[M˙2], which result in converting those functional
3
measures DNDM1DM2 into the ordinary ones dNdM1dM2. The same is true for the
integration over x and the measure Dp turns into dp. The ordinary integration over
N , which is considered to be positive, can be performed straightforwardly to give
the usual propagator for the relativistic particle with appropriate regularization.
∫
dNe−i
∫
dτN(p2+m2) =
∫
dN exp{−iTN(p2 +m2)} =
−i
(p2 +m2 − iε)T,
(13)
where T = τf − τi. Now the matter part may be rewritten as
Zmatter =
∫
dpdM1dM2Dt1Dt2D˜uD˜vδ[u · v]
i
(p2 +m2 − iε)T
· exp{−i
∫
dτ [λt1t˙2 + λu · v˙ +M1Φ1 +M2Φ2]}. (14)
The ghost part reads as
Zghost =
∫
DcDχDc¯Dχ¯
· exp{i
∫
dτ [c˙aχa − ˙¯caχ¯a − χaχ¯a −
1
λm2
c2M1χN +
1
λm2
c1M2χN ]}
=
∫
DcDχDc¯Dχ¯
· exp{i
∫
dτ [−(χa + ˙¯ca)(χ¯a + c˙a − f
a
bccbMc) + ˙¯ca(c˙a − f
a
bccbMc)]},
(15)
where the structure constant fabc is nonvanishing only for the following component
fNij = −
ǫij
λm2
. (16)
This Gaussian integration can be performed easily by the field shifting
Zghost =
∫
DcDχDc¯Dχ¯ exp{i
∫
dτ(−χaχ¯a + ˙¯cac˙a)}
= const(iT )3. (17)
We note that this ghost part has only T dependency.
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Now we are in a position to finish the remaining integration for the matter part.
Zmatter =
∫
dpdM1dM2Dt1Dt2D˜uD˜vδ[u · v]
−i
(p2 +m2 − iε)T
· exp{−i
∫
dτ [λt1t˙2 + λu · v˙ +M1(
p
m
· v + t2) +M2(
p
m
· u+ t1)]}.
(18)
The integration over t1 gives delta functional
∫
Dt1e
−i
∫
dτt1(λt˙2+M2) = δ[λt˙2 +M2], (19)
which converts the functional integral over t2 into the ordinary one over the constant
mode t2i given as
t2(τ) = −
M2
λ
τ +
M2
λ
τi + t2i. (20)
With the substitution of (20), the matter part is summarized as
Zmatter =
∫
dpdM1dM2dt2iD˜uD˜vδ[u · v]
−i
(p2 +m2 − iε)T
·e−i
∫
dτ [λu·v˙+M1(−
M2
λ
τ+
M2
λ
τi+t2i)−M1
p
m
·v+M2
p
m
·u].
(21)
Finally the integrations over t2i and M1 result in
∫
dt2i exp{−iM1T t2i} = δ(M1T ) (22)
and ∫
dM1δ(M1T ) exp{−i
∫
dτM1(−
M2
λ
τ +
M2
λ
τi + t2i)} =
1
T
. (23)
Furthermore v˙ may be expanded as v˙ = C21u + C11v + w, where u · w = v · w = 0,
thus the matter part becomes
Zmatter =
∫
dpdM2D˜uD˜vδ[u · v]
·
−i
(p2 +m2 − iε)T 2
exp{−i
∫
dτ [λu · v˙ +M2
p
m
· u]}
5
=
∫
dpdM2D˜uD˜vδ[u · v]
·
−i
(p2 +m2 − iε)T 2
exp{−i
∫
dτ [λC21(τ) +M2
p
m
· u]}.
(24)
Since C21 has no field dependency it can be extracted out of the functional integral
and with the integration over M2 (24) becomes
e−iλ
∫
dτC21
∫
dpD˜uD˜vδ[u · v]
−i
(p2 +m2 − iε)T 2
δ[
∫
dτ
p
m
· u]. (25)
Note that the integrand does not have v field dependency thus integral over v
part also can be decoupled to be absorbed into the normalization factor. Moreover
if u is periodic, it can be mode-expanded thus only the zero mode u0 remains in
the delta functional δ[
∫
dτ 1
m
p · u] = δ( T
m
p · u0). This implies that along with the
integration over u it gives the order T−1 which together with T−2 in (25) can be
exactly cancelled by the T 3 order of the ghost part (17).
We conclude this letter with some remarks. There have been many studies on
the BRST quantization of the relativistic spinning particle. In [7] the massive case is
treated, in [8] is dealt with the massless case and in [9] the extended supersymmetric
case is considered. However in most cases, they use the pseudo-classical formulation.
In this letter, we have worked the same for the ‘classical’ system with the relaxed
constraint 1
m
pµΛ
µ
ν + tν = 0. In the final result (25), we note that the BRST in-
variance assures the cancellation of the unphysical T dependency of the propagator.
Further the spin factor is the same as in [10]. The delta functional δ[
∫
dτ 1
m
p ·u] says
that only those u satisfying
∫
dτ 1
m
p ·u = 0 contribute to the spin factor and becomes
some volume factor upon integration. In such a case 1
m
p · u may not vanish for all
time, which is just compatible with the relaxed constraint 1
m
pµΛ
µ
i = −ti. The same
is true for v since we can change the role of u and v by the integration by parts in
(18). We can say, therefore, the model proposed in [3] describes a spinning particle
in the ‘classical’ fashion comparable with the ‘pseudo-classical’ formulation.
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